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In the cool, wooded mountains of the South, each log cabin has a rich history and a unique

personality. Homeowners featured here have preserved the age-old qualities of their cabins while

renovating, revitalizing, and redecorating these treasures to support modern living and reflect their

personal style. Emily Followillâ€™s stunning photography shows every cozy corner of thirteen

homes located in Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina, Alabama, and Virginia. The writing tells the

story of how each cabin and owner came together; as the owners changed their cabins, the cabins

invariably changed the owners as well. EMILY J. FOLLOWILL has been photographing architecture,

interiors and lifestyle for twenty years. Her work is recognized in national and international

publications, including Veranda, Better Homes and Gardens, Traditional Home, Atlanta Homes and

Lifestyles, Garden and Gun, Southern Living, and many others. Emily lives in Atlanta..
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In the cool, wooded mountains of the American South, each log cabin has a rich history and a

unique personality. Thirteen homeowners across the South took on the challenge of preserving the

age-old qualities of their cabins while renovating, revitalizing, and redecorating these treasures to

support modern living and reflect their personal styles. Emily Followillâ€™s stunning photography

shows every cozy corner of the homes, located in Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina, Alabama

and Virginia. The writing tells the story of how each cabin and owner came together; as the owners

changed their cabins, the cabins invariably changed the owners as well.  Emily J. Followill began an



adventure in photography twenty years ago. Since her early years studying her art, her style has

been concise, crisp, and classic. She tells a story with beautiful, balanced photographs and a

natural quality of light. From residential interiors to gardens, product to lifestyle, Emily demonstrates

a passion and an eye for simple beauty in the most complex settings. Her work is recognized in

national and international publications, including Veranda, Better Homes and Gardens, Traditional

Home, Atlanta Homes and Lifestyles, Garden and Gun, Southern Living, and many others. As an

Atlanta native, Emily continues to enjoy everything about the South. She and her husband love

raising their two children in Atlanta, and they continue to pass down the traditions handed to them

by their families. Lisa Frederick, an Atlanta native, spent several years as an editor for Atlanta

Homes & Lifestyles magazine before making the leap to national magazines such as Better Homes

and Gardens and Southern Accents. Her editorial specialties include shelter and lifestyle as well as

travel and food. She lives in Birmingham, Alabama.

Emily J. Followill began an adventure in photography twenty years ago. Since her early years

studying her art, her style has been concise, crisp, and classic. She tells a story with beautiful,

balanced photographs and a natural quality of light. From residential interiors to gardens, product to

lifestyle, Emily demonstrates a passion and an eye for simple beauty in the most complex settings.

Her work is recognized in national and international publications, including Veranda, Better Homes

and Gardens, Traditional Home, Atlanta Homes and Lifestyles, Garden and Gun, Southern Living,

and many others.

Nice story but no details photographs of how corners, joints blended with the mediums used. I

wanted to know about the house not where the individuals came from that could afford to renovate

the structure. It's a fair coffee table book, when you are finished with it you're never pick it up again.

I expected more and was disappointed that there was less.

I love the quality of the pictures and particularly the stories presented with each profiled property

that bring them to life. This book invoked many fond childhood memories of time at my

grandparents' log cabin on a lake, built in the early 1930's. The book itself is beautiful and has a

prominent place on my coffee table where I look forward to enjoying it's pages over and over.

This book is absolutely beautiful! Not only are the photographs amazing, but the writing is lovely.

The author has an amazing eye for her subject- the light, the angles, but more, the author's love of



her subject can be seen in her pictures. After reading about the cabins in this book, I am ready to

move to a more rustic lifestyle- yep, I am sold. Beautifully put together. I enjoy having Southern

Rustic Cabin sitting out for company to enjoy, as well.

Absolutely loved this book! Fantastic photos and interesting descriptions and stories about each

cabin. Flipping through this book is the next best thing to spending a relaxing weekend in the

mountains.

great book

The photos are beautiful, and give a great sense of the cabins. We were hoping that the cabin in

Alabama would be my husband's great-grandparents cabin. It's a double cabin connected by a dog

run. It's located at the Burritt on the Mt. Museum in Huntsville, AL. 3101 Burritt Dr SE. Called Smith

Williams House.

This is a wonderful book, combining beautiful photographs with engaging and interesting stories. I

loved reading about the stories and history behind each cabin.. This book is a must for anyone

interested in interior design, historic cabins, beautiful photography or all of the above.

I like it and the price is great
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